Uisge Beatha - Part 3
Cruise of West Coast of Scotland, July 14th – July 23rd 2007
It was a beautiful sunny Friday morning as we left Craighouse Bay on Jura in our
yacht Gerona, a 35 ft Tradewind. It was to prove an eventful day; eventful for us
because we had no engine and eventful for all those poor people in the south of
England who were about to be inundated after getting over twice the average rainfall
for a summer month in 24 hrs - half of which fell in an hour!
We sailed slowly from our mooring with the promise of NE 3s and 4s to give us a fair
passage to Gigha. Just outside the Bay the swell knocked what little wind there was
out of the sails and the tide swept us inexorably towards a rocky shore, the growing
sound of the surf no longer soothing but threatening. With much urgent trimming of
sails we clawed our way clear but the prospect of negotiating the rock-strewn Sound
of Gigha under sail now seemed less enticing, so we set sail for Port Ellen on Islay,
nearer the Northern Ireland we had to get back to by Saturday. Later, as the northeasterlies filled in we changed our plans again, deciding to make the most of the wind
while it lasted and take up an anchorage off Rathlin Island, only 20 NM from our
home port of Glenarm.
However, the wind gods hadn‟t finished with us yet. After a splendid crossing of the
North Channel the winds died off Rue Point, at the entrance to Rathlin Bay. Once
again, we were being swept towards rocks by a 5 knot tide. With the wind also at
about 5knots from the same direction we watched helplessly as the wind vane went
round and round in circles and the sails flopped uselessly from side to side in the
building overfalls. Despite the nearly useless gearbox we were able to coax about 0.5
knots out of the engine for about 15 minutes before the drive went completely – just
enough to see us clear around the point and into the safety of Rathlin Bay.
We still could not make progress, being trapped by the tide and unable to make use of
the wind, but at least there were no rocks between us and America. As we
contemplated the prospect of drifting out into the Atlantic and then back with the tide,
all night, the thought of the fate of the Spanish galleon also called Gerona, which was
wrecked on the same stretch of the North Antrim coast in 1588 was no consolation;

those that didn‟t drown were butchered by the natives. Fortunately, a passing yacht
responded to our waving and agreed to tow us into Church Bay where we could
anchor. And so our day ended happily at the bar of Rathlin‟s community centre
buying Little Warrior‟s skipper, Anthony Glendinning, a whisky.

Glenarm Marina
So, our third trip around the western coast of Scotland was curtailed by a gearbox
failure, but was memorable nevertheless. Our journey had started in pouring rain
when, on the previous Friday, we pondered the possibility of a longish passage to
Tinker‟s Hole on the island of Erraid. A temporary respite just after midnight gave us
the green light so we set off in pitch black nervous about the large fish farm just off
the entrance to Glenarm marina. Soon we were pitching through rough seas in the
North Channel and I started to feel very sorry for Adrian Goldack‟s 15 year old son,
Christopher, who was having his first experience of sailing offshore. Once in the lee
of Islay, the sea became calmer and after a frustrating couple of hours of not making
very much progress the tide changed and we were accelerated up the Sound of Islay

and propelled at over 8 Knts into the Atlantic, still with some protection to windward
from Colonsay.
Rounding the northern tip of Colonsay we made a beeline for the Ross of Mull and
then rock-hopped into Tinkers Hole, 18 hours after leaving Glenarm. As we
approached Mull, the weather and visibility also improved – just as well, as the rock
strewn south-western approach to Tinkers Hole would have been a nightmare without
GPS and good visibility. But what a beautiful and sheltered anchorage - even
Christopher admitted that all the previous discomforts had been worth it.
Erraid and Tinker‟s Hole, then known as Fiddler‟s Hole, fired the imagination of a 21
year old Robert Louis Stevenson whose father built a lighthouse on the infamous
offshore reef of Dubh Artach in the early 1870s. The area formed the setting for his
book “Kidnapped”. The cottages built on Erraid to house the light keepers and their
families are now the home of part of the Findhorn Community.

Adrian and Christopher Overlooking Tinkers Hole

The following day, in brilliant sunshine, we felt our way gingerly out of the northern
approach, on a falling tide and (at times) just half a metre under the keel. Twenty
minutes later we were anchored in Martyr‟s Bay on the Island of Iona. A place of
pilgrimage ever since a monastery was founded by St Columba in 536 AD, Iona‟s
abbey is still an ecumenical spiritual centre. Martyr‟s Bay got its name from the
slaughter of the monastic community by Vikings in 806. As well as pilgrims, Iona is
now a magnet for trippers and we were thankful for having a yacht to enable us to
arrive before the hoards and to leave just after they arrived.

Martyr‟s Bay, Iona
Our next stop was the island of Staffa, famous for Fingal‟s cave, immortalised by
Mendelssohn. Anchoring off is not easy, but possible given the settled conditions and
Gerona‟s hefty ground tackle comprising a 45lb CQR anchor and 10mm chain. The
basaltic columns supporting a frothy capping of lava really do look unworldly and it is
easy to understand the religious significance that Staffa used to hold for people. With
no irreverence intended, I thought the island looked like a rather large cup cake with
the fluted sides provided by a corrugated waxed-paper cup and bulging, oven-

solidified dough providing an overhanging top. In reality the „fluting‟ consists of
mainly-hexagonal, crystallised, basaltic columns and the „topping‟ amorphous basalt.
An added bonus to the stunning geology was the existence of a colony of Puffins on a
cliff top. We gazed entranced as they swooped down from their burrows out over the
sea and back again with beaks full of sand eels. These „sea parrots‟ are often thought
comical but their skill at flying, swimming, diving and running was rather humbling
for this member of a species which can only just about put one foot in front of another
without falling over.

Staffa – Fingal’s Cave on the Right
Our anchorage for the night was a beautiful, sheltered spot between the small island
of Gometra and the much larger one of Ulva. The latter had a population of over 600
in the 19th Century sustained by the production of kelp for the glass and soap
industries. However, the collapse of the demand for kelp, potato blight and clearances
led to a mass exodus. Nowadays, about 16 people live there. It would have been fun
to explore the island: to see the abandoned villages, the restored thatched croft and

museum and the boathouse/restaurant; but time would not allow, so we left next day
for Tobermory on Mull.
The sail around the west and north of Mull was made in overcast and showery
conditions. Sea conditions were slight and the wind became progressively lighter as
the day progressed. We didn‟t even see any eagles. As we motored into Tobermory
the sun came out and we were witness to a scene of frenetic activity. The
Harbourmaster explained that they were expecting boats from the annual Classic
Malts Rally plus another 42 boats still racing each other up the west coast of Scotland
from Craobh Marina. The feverish attempts to get more finger pontoons into the
water was either a heroic effort or too little, too late, depending upon your point of
view; but, after we had got back from a meal ashore all the pontoons were in and all
had yachts attached – an impressive transformation.

Yacht Gerona Anchored off Staffa
We all had various reasons for liking Tobermory. Adrian and I liked it because it was
picturesque and the sun was out. Christopher and David Millard were inspired by its

connections with the children‟s TV programme Balemory; Christopher did not need
an excuse, being a teenager, and David‟s excuse was that he had grandchildren.
My other crew member and first mate, Andrew MacDonald, had the most unusual
reason for wanting to be there. A standing joke was that Mac had a girl in every port;
in this one he had 2. Both his ladies (mother and daughter) had known his
grandfather and father when they were living in Tobermory while the former was the
Town‟s chief engineer. Since Mac had never known his grandfather and his father
had died when he was 7, these old ladies were a valuable source of family history.
Unfortunately, the mother had died in November, but had received a telegram from
the Queen beforehand. Her daughter, Lexy MacNeil, as a retired postmistress,
continues to be a fount of local information.
We all had another reason for being there and that was the existence of a distillery
making 1 million litres of Tobermory, Iona and Ledaig malt whisky a year. In 3 years
of sailing around the west coast of Scotland we had notched up quite a few distillery
tours; this one was not the best (the tour guide‟s grin was stitched on), nor was the
whisky particularly memorable, but both were enjoyable enough. The best thing
about the whisky in Tobermory is that, bottle for bottle, it is about £5 cheaper than on
Iona.
After Tobermory we sailed for one of the most sheltered and popular anchorages in
the Inner Hebrides, Puilladobhrain on the Island of Seil. One of the attractions is the
short walk to a particularly atmospheric pub by the striking Clachan Bridge linking
Seil to the mainland. The bridge is often referred to the as the “Bridge Over the
Atlantic” and the pub as Tigh na Truish, which translates as “House of the Trousers”.
During the 1745 rebellion, when kilts were banned, the islanders reputedly used the
pub to change into trousers before going to the mainland.
Unfortunately, we were too late to get to the pub that evening, but we did manage
bacon sandwiches there the next morning. Our breakfast was followed by a
wonderful sail down to the island of Oronsay. We had visited it last year and had
such a memorable barbecue on the beach that we wanted to repeat the experience.
We anchored in Caolas Mor. When you sail in these parts you do get intrigued by the
Gaelic names, so I looked this one up: “caolas” means “small narrow passage” and

“mor” means “large”. So, we anchored in a “large, small narrow passage”; you must
admit the Gaelic is more poetic, if somewhat confused!
Despite knowing Adrian for over 35 years, I was completely unaware of his botanical
skills. While exploring Oronsay he found a sundew, a rare carnivorous plant that
grows on peat. Unfortunately, it is as insignificant as it is rare, so it was hard to
muster much enthusiasm. The beach was as beautiful as last year and the barbecue as
delicious despite the ingress of small grains of sand which have a mysterious ability to
get into the food no matter how careful you are. We even found charred logs from the
fire we had built last year.
There are 2 distilleries on the Sound of Islay, neither of which we had visited before.
On the passage down to Oronsay, I contacted them both to see if they could offer us a
mooring while we paid them a visit. Both suggested we tie up to their piers, but the
Bunnahabhain distillery was friendlier, so that became our next destination. The
following day we timed our departure from Oronsay to pick up the start of the tide
flowing down the Sound to take us to the northernmost distillery. The pier at
Bunnahabhain turned out to be as I had feared: constructed with widely spaced pillars
and plenty of rusty ironwork. At least there was no swell, so we were able to tie up
using all fenders, a fender board and judicious use of springs.
The distillery was owned by the same group as the Tobermory distillery, Burn Stewart
Distillers. Perhaps they are not as profitable as the owners of distilleries we had
visited before, or perhaps it is because they do not put much store in appearances, but
both of the distilleries we visited this year seemed a little run down. The tours did not
seem as professional as previous ones either. The Bunnahabhain tour guide could not
stop yawning; he was the son of a “Mash Tun” worker on-site, and although
knowledgeable, he had clearly had enough of growing up in this remote spot and
couldn‟t wait to escape to art college in Glasgow.

The Paps of Jura from Oronsay
However, the whisky was wonderful: compared with the other robust and distinctive
Islay malts it is sweet and delicate. We had found another favourite “water of life”, or
to give it its Gaelic name uisge betha.
From Bunnahabhain distillery we sailed past the Caol Ila distillery, rather reluctantly,
but we needed to make the most of the tide - Caol Ila will have to wait for another
trip. It was a short sail to Craighouse Bay on Jura, and it was there that it happened.
Just after we started the engine and while we were motoring slowly inside the Bay
there was an ominous “clunk” from under the cockpit floor; with almost no drive, we
just about made it onto a mooring buoy. Mac and I both went over the side to
investigate and were not impressed by being able to turn the prop by hand, even when
the engine was in gear; we reasoned it must have been the clutch, but it turned out to
be even more expensive – Gerona needed a new gearbox.

Our Tow to Glenarm, Jeffrey Gouk of Sirius
Lack of engine meant we had to be much less ambitious than we wanted to be. As
already related, we ended up anchored in Church bay, Rathlin Island on Friday night,
when we would rather have been in Gigha. The question was, how were we going to
get back to Glenarm? Our hopes for a forecast F3/4 were frustrated on Saturday
morning and Adrian and I went ashore to discuss our options with the harbour master.
We never did have that discussion because, in a wonderful case of serendipity, we fell
into discussion with Jeff and Janet Gouk, whose yacht Sirius was the only yacht still
in Rathlin‟s harbour; they were returning to Belfast and could offer us a tow all the
way back to Glenarm.
Thanks to their generosity, a powerful engine and a variable pitch propeller we made
a rapid and uneventful journey back to our home port. We dropped the tow and tied
up to the most convenient pontoon and then provided the whole marina with a
spectacle as we warped Gerona into its proper berth without, fortunately, sustaining,
or causing, a scratch.

Such was the rather disappointing end of our 3rd cruise around the west coast of
Scotland and the Inner Hebrides. However, while we didn‟t explore all the islands we
planned to we did experience the comradeship of fellow mariners who, in time
honoured fashion, inconvenienced themselves to help those in trouble at sea. Without
our little problems we would not have met, and enjoyed the company of, such
wonderful people. Due to David‟s superb culinary skills and one and a half bottles of
the finest malt we were able to entertain Jeff and Janet to a delicious supper and a
riotous evening.
And, in another example of serendipity, our early arrival at Glenarm meant that we
had time to look around the wonderful walled gardens of Glenarm Castle, home of the
Earls of Antrim.
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